In this case,   there is no dispute as  to  the existence of   the
violations.     Rather,  Consol argues  that  the inoperable fire extinguishers
could not cause the feared hazard   to  safety—a mine fire—and   thus could
not pose "a significant and substantial contribution  to  the  cause and
effect of a   ...   mine safety   ...  hazard."     Consol also argues   that even
if  the cause and effect of a  hazard were contributed   to,   there was not
a reasonable likelihood the hazard would result in a reasonably  serious
injury.     We do not agree.
With regard  to Consol's  argument concerning cause and  effect,   the
causative chain of  a danger in a mine may have many links.     Hazards may
result  from the interactions  of various  conditions.     We believe  it is
beyond dispute  that  the inoperable fire extinguishers  created  a major
threat that a mine fire,   once started,  would spread or  intensify without
control.     As   the inspector  testified,   the most important step   to  take
when a mine fire starts is  to  extinguish it immediately.     If   the fire
fighting equipment  is  inoperable,   such suppression may be  impossible.
Thus,   the violations  in this  case presented a discrete safety  hazard,
i.e.,   propagation or intensification of a fire.
The next question is whether   there was a reasonable likelihood  that
the hazard contributed  to would  result  in injury.     To  prove  this aspect
of his case,   the Secretary of Labor  first had   to establish that  a fire
was reasonably likely  to occur,   for without a fire there could be no
reasonable likelihood of injury resulting from the hazard of   propagation
or intensification due   to  inoperable  extinguishers.     Consol argues  that
the evidence does not establish a reasonable likelihood of a  fire.     We
disagree.
Substantial evidence supports  the judge's findings as  to   the
existence of  combustible materials  in  the  car  shop and   combustible
materials on and near  the trackmen's motor.     Indeed,   their presence was
not seriously disputed.     Inspector  Zelka  stated his opinion  that a fire
in the car shop was  "always likely"  and   "could easily happen."  Tr.   13,
17.     He also  testified  that a  fire was  reasonably likely to  occur with
respect   to  the  trackmen's motor.     Investigator Davis   stated  his  opinion
that any  time there is a combination of oil and grease and proximate
welding and  torching in a mine,   the  likelihood of a  fire is  increased.
With respect to   the  trackmen's motor,   Inspector Zelka   testified   that
welding and  torching could  ignite   the accumulated materials  along the
track and  that  a  fault  in the machine's  electrical  system could  ignite
the accumulations on the motor.     Davis   further testified,   without dispute,
that acetylene hoses could develop pin holes and  that  an arc  or  spark
from the welding could ignite   the acetylene coming out   of   the hoses.
The investigator  reviewed reports  of  previous mine  fires involving
similar vehicles.     He stated   that  he  found   28 such fires  during  1959-
1973.   9J    The informed opinions  of  the  inspector and   the investigator
9j     .The mine  is  located in MSHA District   2.     The  accidents which were
reported and  reviewed all occurred  in   that  district.     A summary of  the
reports was  introduced into  evidence  by   the Secretary.     This   exhibit
indicates  that of   the 28  fires  listed,   eight  involved  ignition of
accumulations  of combustible materials  and   three involved  ignition of
acetylene.
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